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The Estate Sale Alternative

™

Why undergo the hassle and expense of
coordinating your own garage/estate sale?

donate your items to some other charity
just because they’d pick up at your home,
and your favorite charity only
accepts cash donations.

Don’t

drag unwanted items back into your home.

Don’t

haggle with strangers over your stuff to try
to get a reasonable price.

Don’t

pray for good weather, only to sit in your
garage all weekend if it is, or see your
sale ruined if it isn’t.

Don’t

go to the trouble of pricing and tagging all
of your items for sale.

Don’t

break your back dragging heavy items out
from all over the house.

Don’t

spend your time to create and post signs
around your neighborhood.

Don’t

spend your money to advertise your
estate or garage sale in local classifieds.

Don’t

You Drop Off: 440 845-3000

Do

We Pick Up: 440 248-2000

consign your items to

Call today with questions or to make an appointment. Minimum quantity required for merchandise pickup.

The Consignment Agreement is intended to define the arrangement through
which items are consigned for resale. It is an important document which
helps to protect the interests of both Consignor (you) and Consignee (SCL).
Set firmly in legalese, it can appear complicated, but it really isn’t! The
information above is intended to help you understand the agreement. It is
not, however, intended to be a substitute for this agreement, and in case of
need for any further clarity, please refer directly to the Consignment Agreement.

What exactly does Consign mean?

TheEstate Sale Alternative

You Drop Off: 440 845-3000

Until such time as a customer purchases your consigned item (or places
it in layaway), you retain full title to any merchandise which you have
consigned with SCL. For any reason whatsoever, you may choose to
remove your items from consignment with SCL at no
charge. Should you choose to do so, you must make
arrangements to remove these items from SCL’s retail
location during regular store hours, and you bear the
entire cost of doing so.

Who owns the items while they are in the store?

SCL does not charge the consignment fees that many
other consignment shops do! There is no annual
consignor account fee. There is no per transaction
charge to the consignor (although a buyers fee may
apply). There is no cleaning charge. There is a nominal pickup charge
(described above), and there is a statement/check preparation fee of $4.95.
This fee will be waived one time in any twelve month period if you wait until
the end of the consignment period (100 days) for all of your items to sell.
This charge is designed to encourage consignors to get one lump-sum check
once all their items have sold. If you do so, you will not incur this fee.

Are there any other fees or charges?
Your payout options can range from 25% to as much as 50%! As you go
from Cash to Charity to Store Credit, your payout percentages increase
dramatically. See inset panel for Consignment Schedule.

What portion of the sales price comes back to me?

Consignors have three options on
how to claim consignment credit.

Charity

(Tax Deductible)

In a charitable mood? Channel money to your favorite
charity – not just the ones that offer to pick-up!

Credit

(50%)

Get the most bang for your buck by redeeming for
store credit!

Cash

(25%)

IMPORTANT NOTE
As you will see, by accepting your merchandise on consignment,
Secondŝ City®, LLC, undertakes many responsibilities, including moving,
storing, cleaning, disinfecting, tagging, merchandising, marketing,
selling, and accounting for your items. Your responsibility, however,
is singular! We ask only that you read and understand this booklet and
the consignment agreement to which it refers, and that you not allow
yourself to proceed until you have a satisfactory understanding and
comfort level for just how it is that we operate. Our consignment
arrangement is quite unique and narrowly focused on providing a
service for those with very specific needs. We are fully aware that it
is not for everybody – it may not be for you. It should be noted that
our service is best suited to those for whom the proceeds represent
the smallest concern. There is certainly no shame or sin in wanting to
get the most money for your second-hand merchandise. Secondŝ City®
is simply not the place to achieve this goal. Nonetheless, if your needs
do align with the services that we are able to provide, the convenience
factor can be considerable.

Get money back for your pre-owned merchandise.

WHAT TYPES OF MERCHANDISE DOES SECONDŜ CITY®
ACCEPT? WHAT SELLS WELL?

STATEMENT & PAYOUT SCHEDULE
Use the table below to determine if and when you can expect to
receive your statement, and when (in response to the mail-in postcard)
you can expect to receive a check for your portion of the proceeds:
When your merchandise is picked up (or dropped off) in any
month specified in column A, your statement will be mailed
shortly after the last business day of the month in column B.
If you send back the reply postcard requesting a cash payout,
your check will be mailed shortly after the last business day of
the month in column C. Remember that some consignors do
not receive statements under certain circumstances. Also
remember that there may be a charge for sending checks before
the end of your consignment period, and that no checks are
cut for less than $25.00. For detailed information on this topic,
please see the Q&A section of this booklet.

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

For pickups/dropoffs in
the months of . . .

COLUMN C

August

July

Requested checks
are mailed to you
after the end of...

Statements (qtrly)
are mailed to you
after the end of...

February, March, April

™

We Pick Up: 440 248-2000

We Pick Up: 440 248-2000

•Kitchen Accessories
•Personal Computers
•Televisions/Stereos
•Tools & Hardware
•Home Electronics
•Children’s Items
•Sporting Goods

It is important that you understand that all resale items in the store are
aggressively priced to sell quickly and are marked down 1% for each day
that they sit on the sales floor. SCL has exclusive authority to set
the beginning sales price for your items. However, you may
choose to set the starting price on any of your items for
which you place a value of $100.00 or more. This must
be communicated with the store in writing on your Consignor
Agreement so that store personnel have this information
as your merchandise is brought into the store. We will
honor, at a minimum, the starting prices set by you on such
items, but may choose to start items higher than this price
(to our mutual benefit). Regardless, the 1% daily discount
still applies, and your payout is figured from the selling price
after this discount. The store may, from time to time, advertise
even greater retail discounts, but SCL completely bears this cost
as your payout will not be negatively affected by such optional additional
discounts.

How is the retail price determined?
We endeavor to place all items on the sales floor as soon as possible.
We clean most items first and may even paint, stain, or repair selected
items. You agree to allow us to refurbish your items in any way that we
may deem suitable or appropriate to try to enhance their value, and we
may take up to a maximum of ninety days to do this. SCL consigns most
types of merchandise with the exception of clothing and major appliances.
Items which, in the opinion of SCL, do not qualify for a minimum starting
price of five dollars will be deemed non-consignable and treated as a
donation to the store. You will find an in-depth description and commentary
on the various types of consignment that SCL accepts in the centerfold
of this booklet.

How soon are items put onto the retail floor for sale?

Statements are mailed quarterly to most consignors showing which items
sold and for how much (see inset panel for Statement & Payout Schedule).
Statements are not mailed to consignors if there exists less than a ninetynine day account history, if there exists less than a $25.00 account balance,
if there has been less than $25.00 of account activity over the previous
quarter, or for consignors living within a five mile radius of the store.
Weekdays, consigners mays call or stop in the store to
check the status of their account. SCL does not telephone
consignors when their merchandise sells. Consignor checks
are not typically cut at the store. If you are slated to receive
a statement (see criteria above), a reply postcard is included
for your use in requesting a payout. If not, you may request
a cash payout by filling out a written request in the store,
or by mailing or faxing a signed request. Checks ($25.00
or more only) are cut and mailed monthly in response to
your written request. Checks requested prior to the 20th
of each month are processed electronically to arrive in your
home by the first Tuesday of the following month (between
the 2nd and the 8th). Should you wish to redeem your payout in the form
of store credit (double the cash value), you may do so at any time. Your
account balance will be applied at the checkout in the store, but cannot be
used to pay sales tax. Consignors with a balance less than twenty-five
dollars must either use store credit or may opt to consign additional
merchandise to enable their account to grow above the minimum. Your
balance remains on account for ten years from the date your last item sold.

When (and how often) do I get paid?
Once items have been fully discounted, they will be forfeited. At that point,
title to unclaimed items passes directly to SCL and will be donated or discarded
at SCL’s discretion. However, with a wide array of
merchandise and unusually aggressive discounting,
it is unlikely for many items to survive the full length
of the consignment period without being sold.

January

August, September, October

October

May, June, July

November

Before we answer the question at hand, let’s address two important
concepts: First, just about everything sells eventually. Second, most
things sell at relatively low prices. This means that we will likely be
able to accept most items that you are looking to get rid of, and they
WILL probably all sell, although often at prices less than you may
expect. It can work the other way, however, since we get such a
volume of people through the store to view your items, you may
sometimes actually be surprised at how much they sell for. One thing
is for certain – with the price dropping each day it’s a gamble from
the points of view of both the customer and the consignor. We can
guess, but no one ever knows for sure what something will sell for
until the cash register drawer rings open.
Furthermore, we endeavor to make the starting prices themselves on
the lower side. Secondŝ City® is about recycling merchandise back
into the community quickly, and inventory turns are integral to
accomplishing this. We price each item with the expectation of selling
it within ten days. Although the inventory does not indeed turn quite
this fast, this pricing philosophy speaks to how we come up with the
starting prices on your items. We also factor into the starting price the
size and appeal of each item. Items that take less floor space or may
appeal to a broader audience may command higher starting prices.

We Pick Up: 440 248-2000
November, December, January

Larger items (i.e. couches, sectionals) or those more specialized or
specific in their use (infant furniture, home health care items, gun
racks) are priced lower to help them move out faster! Finally, seasonality
plays a significant role in pricing and selling merchandise. You must
factor this into your expectations. Patio furniture, bicycles, and golf
clubs are examples of items that do not sell well at any price in the
fall and winter. The value of merchandise with a holiday theme drops
significantly immediately after the holiday passes. You’ll notice in the
category descriptions located inside the centerfold of this booklet
that certain items are accepted on a non-consignment basis only
when received in certain months and that it is your responsibility to
be aware of this before delivery of your items to the store. Items
accepted on a non-consigned basis will net you, the consignor, no
proceeds from their sale whereas they are treated strictly as a donation
to the store. We wish our consignor base to fully understand how we
operate and to have properly aligned expectations with the service
that we are able to provide. As you read our commentary about the
different categories of merchandise we are able to accept, please
keep the information above constantly in mind.
These category descriptions are intended to provide you with a feel
for what we consign and what we don’t, which items we accept and
which items we won’t, how some items sell nicely and yet others do
not, and how condition and seasonality can affect the speed and price
at which an item will sell. You may not wish to read every category
description, just those which pertain to your merchandise. If you have
questions regarding your specific items, be sure to get answers before
dropping off your items or using our service to have them picked up.
We operate under the assumption that you have read and
understood this booklet thoroughly!

ACCEPTED, BUT NOT CONSIGNED
Items sold on a non-consigned basis bring no proceeds to the wouldbe consignor. Some items are accepted into the store, but are not
consigned under any circumstances. Such merchandise may be picked
up along with your other consigned merchandise, often at no additional
charge. Examples of merchandise in this category are: Mattress sets,
Hollywood bed frames, Books, Records, Cassette Tapes, Video Tapes,
Compact Discs, Decorative Cookie Tins, Puzzles and Games (unless
brand new), seasonal items that are out of season, and any items
that do not (in our estimation) merit at least a five dollar starting price.

February

You Drop Off: 440 845-3000

Call today with questions or to make an appointment. Minimum quantity required for merchandise pickup.

.com
Visit us online at...

Consignment merchandise is sold from our showroom at...

The Estate Sale Alternative ™

Consignment Home Furnishings

6530 Pearl Road • Parma Heights, Ohio 44130
tel 440.845.3000 • fax 440.845.4747

STORE HOURS:
Fri-Sat: 10-6 Sun: 12-6
Mon-Thu: 10-8

Call today with questions or to make an appointment. Minimum quantity required for merchandise pickup.

•Furniture (indoor & outdoor)
•Artwork & Knick-Knacks
•Antiques & Collectibles
•Office Supplies & Equipment
•Small Electrical Appliances
•Lamps & Light Fixtures
•Musical Instruments

Your handy guide
to selling with us!

YOUR MERCHANDISE

HOW TO CONSIGN
The Estate Sale Alternative

™

Consignment Home Furnishings

Secondŝ City®, LLC., (SCL) offers a convenient service for pickup right
at your home. We simply request that you have your
items neatly stacked in an easily accessible area, such
as your garage. You will be given a receipt for your
merchandise when it is picked up so you can track what
sells and for how much. There is a nominal pickup charge
which is deducted from the cash portion of your
percentage of the proceeds. You may avoid this charge
by arranging to bring your items directly to the store.
When doing so, please be sure to call the store first to
make an appointment.

How do my items get from my home into your store?

Questions & Answers to your Consignment Agreement

IN PLAIN ENGLISH . . .

What happens to any unsold items after the consignment period
(100 days)?

April

May

You Drop Off: 440 845-3000

Call today with questions or to make an appointment. Minimum quantity required for merchandise pickup.

We Pick Up: 440 248-2000

You Drop Off: 440 845-3000

Call today with questions or to make an appointment. Minimum quantity required for merchandise pickup.

ANTIQUES

BEDS

Although we are clearly not an antique store, you
will usually find about 5 to 10% of the store is
populated with antique merchandise. These items
sell very well at or below market prices. Again,
consignors are cautioned to exercise their option
to work with SCL personnel to establish a starting
price they are comfortable with for any item of
considerable potential value.

Beds are broken down into three parts by the store:
Headboard/footboard, Mattress/box, Hollywood frame. There is no
room in the store to set up beds completely. Sometimes we can display
the headboard with the matching bedroom set by leaning it upon the
mirrored dresser. Otherwise, headboards are kept in the back and
shown to customers upon request. In the back, the price does not drop
each day, but after 100 days it is discarded if it does not sell. Headboards
that arrive separate from a bedroom set may be immediately discarded
at the store’s discretion. Mattresses, box springs and the metal
Hollywood bed frames underneath them are non-consignable items.
We will remove them from your home in most instances, but you will
not realize any of the proceeds from them. There is an incredibly low
demand for waterbeds; as such they are not consigned under any
circumstances.

APPLIANCES
We accept most types of smaller kitchen and
household appliances providing that they are in full
working condition. We may even accept newer medium-sized or
apartment-sized refrigerators and freezers. We do not accept,
however, the more conventional-sized larger appliances such as
refrigerators, freezers, stoves, washers and dryers. Being a resale
store, we are normally unable to offer our customers return privileges
for their purchases. Appliances generally represent an exception to
this policy. Customers are provided a seven day return privilege so
that they may adequately
test their purchase. If they
return the product as nonfunctional within the time
allotted, the consignor’s
account is debited and
the item is discarded
without the consignor
being contacted (with consignors numbering in the thousands, store
personnel are unable to telephone consignors). Please be aware of
this policy before consigning your appliances with Secondŝ City.

ARTWORK
The store’s walls are filled with artwork of all types and styles. You
will find oils, watercolors, etchings, lithographs and prints of varying
levels of style and taste. Additionally, you will find many other unique
kinds of artwork including sculptures, pottery, stained glass, etc.
The larger wall-hung pieces of art do not do well because they
require large walls on which to be hung atypical of the homes in
the surrounding area of the store. Traditionally expensive pieces do
not sell for anywhere near their original value (if art is said to
appreciate, at Secondŝ City, it only does so in the hearts and minds
of the buyers, not necessarily in the price they are willing to pay).
Needlepoint, paint-by-numbers and hook-rug pictures are nonconsignable.

BICYCLES (SEE SEASONAL)
Only bicycles in excellent condition
are accepted on consignment. Even
these sell for only a small fraction of
the price for a new bicycle. Please
note that from August through March,
bicycles are accepted only on a nonconsigned basis.

CHAIRS: DINING ROOM, KITCHEN, MISC.
Chairs by themselves (unless antique or unique) do rather poorly, while
full sets of four, six or eight attract more interest. Space (and the fact
that chairs, in general, are not stackable) forces us to price them low,
and condition is a major factor. Single chairs, depending on condition,
may be discarded at store’s discretion.

CHAIRS, LIVING ROOM UPHOLSTERED
This is a hard category to describe on
paper. Good, clean, newer upholstered
chairs will often sell well. Wood-armed,
gold, orange or lime green chairs will not
even sell for $5.00 regardless of what you
may have paid 20 years ago! These types
of chairs seldom even approach a $100.00
starting price and are often well below
$50.00. Styles in this category have
changed so much that most of the older
style chairs (if accepted into the store at
all) are discarded before ever hitting the sales floor for lack of a market.

CHILDREN’S ITEMS
Children’s items heavily populate the
lower end thrift stores, and they do
so at very low prices. Even so,
customers are reticent to purchase
items for their children which are not
impeccably clean and in solid working
condition. We therefore accept these
items in good condition and
immediately dispose of those items

BEDROOM SETS
A complete set (dresser, mirror, highboy, nightstand[s]) is often
kept together for thirty days. After that, the pieces may be split and
sold separately. Certain nicer or unique sets are never split up.
Customers are given the option of purchasing the headboard with
the set (if it came with one), but do not have to do so. Many people
want a different size headboard and therefore leave it behind.
Accordingly, headboards do not always sell regardless of condition.

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
Just about everyone has, at one time or another, succumbed to a
TV advertisement and purchased one of those miracle machines
only to see them become dust collectors (or a place to hang one’s
clothes). As such, exercise equipment in perfect condition comes
to the store in abundance and sells for a slight fraction of the original
price. Because of the size of these items, we no longer consign
them but will accept them as donations to the store. We will remove
them from your home along with your other merchandise. Even
then, we only accept units that need no assembly/disassembly
(exception: newer treadmills are consignable).

JEWELRY
We do not accept jewelry because we have no appropriate way to
merchandise it or to keep it secure. Costume jewelry may be donated
to the store if you wish, as people do enjoy picking up necklaces,
earrings, broaches and bracelets, for between 50¢ to $5.00.

KNICK-KNACKS & ACCESSORIES
We accept all kinds of miscellaneous items such as figurines, music
boxes, decorative plates, wine racks, candlesticks, silverplate,
sterling, etc. The store’s customer base seems to appreciate the
array of knick-knacks and accessories available, and they tend to
sell especially well. The more unique, the better.

LIGHT FIXTURES, HANGING
We hang chandeliers and various light
fixtures from the ceiling in the store.
We try to light them whenever possible
as that helps them get noticed. They
don’t sell for a lot, but the nicer, more
unique ones tend to sell faster. The
store does not make enough on a light
fixture to justify buying new bulbs.
Therefore, be sure to include your bulbs
if you would like us to display it lit in
the store. We do not sell ceiling fans
or flush mount fixtures as we have no
way to properly display them. If you
include these items with your merchandise, they will be discarded.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
These items seem to sell relatively well, although
they are received less frequently at the store.
The prices of most musical instruments through
traditional merchants (new and used) are
remarkably high and our customers react swiftly
to the bargain prices available on these items
when in the store.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
The store caters primarily to home furnishings,
although there is some minor crossover into
some home/office or business-related items. The larger desk units
(unless highly attractive and in wonderful condition) do not sell as
well as smaller desks simply by virtue of their size in contrast to
the size of the majority of homes in the immediate vicinity of the
store. Other business equipment sells well only if it is able to appeal

to a broad section of the population (e.g. a fax machine will appeal to
a broader market than will a box strapping machine). Perceived
availability of pieces and parts for some older business equipment
significantly influences the consumer’s buying decision as well as the
starting price for an item.

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT (SEE SEASONAL)
We accept merchandise such as grills, larger garden tools (rakes,
picks, shovels), gas or electric garden
tools, etc. All must be in good condition
and full working order or they will be
discarded.

PATIO FURNITURE
(SEE SEASONAL)
Please note that from August through
March, patio furniture is accepted only
on a non-consigned basis.

PUZZLES & GAMES
Only puzzles and games that are 100% complete and in their original
packaging may be consigned at our discretion.

RUGS
The most important item to note regarding rugs is that they are
incredibly difficult to merchandise in the store. Placing them on the
floor just gets them dirty, and people accidentally kick off the price
tag. Laying them across couches looks sloppy and makes itdifficult
for potential buyers to sit on the couch. Accordingly, rugs
are something we only put out two to three at a time.
Even then, we intentionally put very low starting
prices on them to encourage their swift
departure from the store. Rugs are only
accepted when they have no stains,
tears or missing or damaged fringe.

RECLINERS
When in proper working condition, recliners do sell
well, albeit for much less than the price paid new. Well known names
such as La-Z-Boy, Broyhill and Lane also enhance the value of the item
in the consumers’ minds. Considering the amount of time a person
may spend in their recliner, spots or stains will certainly and markedly
further reduce the perceived value of the chair.

SEASONAL MERCHANDISE
Air conditioners simply do not sell in December; Heaters do not sell
in July. Therefore, items out of season may be accepted, but not
consigned. To be consigned, warm weather merchandise must be
brought in April through July. To be consigned, cold weather merchandise
must be brought in September through January. To be consigned,
Christmas merchandise must be brought in September or October. To
be consigned, Halloween merchandise must be brought in August or
September. Seasonal merchandise brought into the store any other
times than those listed above will be placed in storage until the
appropriate time, when it will be sold on a nonconsigned basis. Items
sold on a non-consigned basis bring no proceeds to the would-be
consignor.

which are outdated or not an appropriate fit for the store. Manufacturers
of car seats, boosters, highchairs, stollers, cribs, changing tables, etc.,
will often replace damaged pieces and parts at no charge to maintain
their image with consumers. Call the various manufacturers of your
items and obtain these parts before consigning them with the store.
We will be more likely to accept them, and they will be more likely to
sell at a higher price. Strollers and outside play sets are treated as
seasonal and as such are accepted on a consignment basis only
between April and July (see Seasonal).

CLOTHING, DRAPERY, LINEN
SCL does not accept clothing or drapery of any kind. We may, on
occasion, accept linen when it is especially nice or new in its original
packaging.

COLLECTIBLES
If we’ve learned anything, it’s that everybody collects something.
Collectors abound on more types of merchandise than one could ever
imagine. Please know that there is no way for store personnel to be
learned on all things collectible – what’s more, we profess to hold no
specific knowledge on the value of your items. We strongly encourage
you to exercise your right to establish the starting price on any items
which you’d like to see start higher than $100.00. On items less than
that, but which hold some collectible value, please feel free to share
your feelings with store personnel as soon as your items reach the
store. Please also remember that any damage to a collectible piece
(nicks, chips, fading, paint splatter) significantly reduces its perceived
value and the starting price we are willing to put on it.

COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
We accept IBM compatible personal computers with a Pentium
processor or better provided that they are in full working condition. All
plugs, cords and cables must be included. We also accept word
processors and electric typewriters (no manual). We do not accept
most word processors or typewriters. We do accept laser and inkjet
printers (no dot-matrix), however, they do not sell well. Software does
surprisingly well – the newer, the better, and the cleaner the packaging,
the better. Please clear off any personal information from the hard drive
of your PC – we do not do it for you.

COUCHES, LOVESEATS, SECTIONALS
We accept most furniture that is in good condition – no rips, tears,
stains or wear of any significance. We do not accept any wood-armed
pieces unless it is exceptional.
Nicer sets are often kept together
for 30 days before we will sell them
separately. Taking up as much floor
space as they do, pieces in this
category tend to be priced even
lower to help them move faster.
Sectionals are even larger yet, and
require an even lower starting price considering the space required to
sell them. The store usually sells 12-15 couches per week, and with
more coming in all the time, we have to keep them moving rapidly.

SEWING MACHINES
Sewing machines tend to fall into three distinct categories. The vast
majority are in the older, more traditional cabinetry and simply do not
sell well. We no longer accept these into the store. We do accept
portable machines when complete and in their own cases as well as
the older Treadle models with the wrought-iron foot propelled base.
These are sought after primarily for decorative purposes.

CURIO CABINETS
Furniture and items of a utilitarian nature seem to sell especially
quickly. The opposite is true of luxury items. Because people do not
truly need them, they are more apt to be willing to wait it out to get
a better price. Curio cabinets are not a necessity, and as such, may
sell for significantly less than the equivalent new price even if the
item is in excellent condition.

END TABLES
Certain newer, more modern end tables do fairly well, selling from
between $25-50, as do older versions of higher quality and solid wood.
Those made of particle board or early American styles 20-60 years
old tend to sell for $5-15 or not at all. We reserve the right to discard
end tables that we do not feel meet the need of the store’s shoppers.

ELECTRONICS, AUDIO & VIDEO
We accept most electronic items providing
that they are in full working condition.
Types of electronics include televisions,
stereo systems and components, radios,
telephones and answering machines, and
game systems with all the pieces, parts
and cartridges. (Note on televisions: We
accept only color TV’s, B&W models are
discarded. Only newer, digital, console
TV’s are accepted – older models simply
do not sell). Being a resale store, we are
normally unable to offer our customers return privileges for their
purchases. Electronics generally represent an exception to this
policy. Customers are provided a seven day return privilege so that
they may adequately test their purchase. If they return the product
as non-functional within the time allotted, the consignor’s account
is debited and the item is discarded without the consignor being
contacted (with consignors numbering in the thousands, store
personnel are unable to telephone consignors). Please be aware of
this policy before consigning your electronics with Secondŝ City.

ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
A staple furniture item in most homes,
entertainment centers are highly
sought after and desirable items for
the store. There tend to be two distinct
categories for entertainment centers.
First there are the ones which are
typically sold unmade and come in
boxes from discount retail furniture
stores. Since we keep them together
in the store, people know that when
they buy them, they will not have to go to the trouble of putting them
together themselves. They will sometimes even pay more because
of this fact than they would for an identical new unit. Unfortunately,
entertainment centers of this ilk are typically of poorer quality to begin
with. The second category of entertainment center includes those
well-made units with solid wood shelving or quality veneer and
construction (usually larger as well). Although these do indeed sell
well, they were expensive to begin with and do not sell for nearly
as close to their original price as the lesser expensive units do.

are accepted anytime. Sets with less than four chairs do not sell
nearly as well as those with four or more. We display sets with only
one chair on top of the table and a sign declaring how many chairs
and/or leaves come with the set.

TOOLS & HARDWARE
There seems to be a good
demand and short supply of
good, slightly used tools and
hardware. We cannot
properly merchandise small
items such as a screwdriver
or wrench. However, larger
items and power tools which
will accommodate our price

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
We accept a variety of different types of sporting equipment (in good
condition) including: Baseball gloves, Archers’ bows, Punching bags,
Poker tables, Bumper-pool, tables,
Ping-pong tables. Important note:
Ping-pong tables are not displayed
due to their size. Using a sign in the
store, we offer them for sale from
between $29.95 – 69.95, based on
style and condition. Standard-sized
pool tables are not accepted into the
store as they are simply too large
and too cumbersome to move and
setup.

STEREO CONSOLES
Unless there is something extra special about yours, these floor model
stereophonic units from the 1960-70’s are not something that we are
able to consign. This is simply no resale market for them today, even
when they are in full working condition. Under certain circumstances,
we may be able to remove non-consignable items from your home for
you for a nominal charge.

STORAGE CABINETS
Although more commonly a warm weather item, storage-related
furniture is quite popular, since most people are inherently pack-rats
and need a place to store their stuff. We have found that the more
shelves incorporated into the piece, the better.

TABLE SETS, DINING ROOM
Sets in good condition or better are accepted anytime. Bear in mind,
however, that they are somewhat
seasonal. Sets do not sell well in
the warmer months, and they do
the best in the Fall as people are
preparing their homes for the
holidays. Sets with less than four
chairs do not sell nearly as well
as those with four, six or eight
chairs. We display sets with only
one chair on top of the table and
a sign declaring how many chairs
and/or leaves come with the set.

TABLE SETS, KITCHEN
Sets in good condition or better

tag will be accepted on consignment .

TOYS
Toys may be consigned, at the
store’s discretion, if they are in
excellent condition with all working
pieces and parts. New toy stores
are able to offer such a broad and
modern selection of toys at
reasonable prices. This results in
consignment toys selling for a small
fraction of the new price, if at all.
Larger outside play sets (i.e. Little
Tikes, Step Two, etc.) are seasonal
and as such are accepted only from April through July (see Seasonal)
and because of their size are set at low starting prices (really large
ones are not accepted at all).

UNIQUE ITEMS
In addition to the items described in the categories above, Secondŝ
City has consigned and sold many different and unique items as
well. Some have sold quickly, others not; but all have helped to
make the store eclectic and diverse in its offerings. Following is a
short list of just some of these items: Snowboard, Cash Register,
Telescope, Wine
Press, Floor Model
Video Game,
Harpoon, Fencing
Foil, Saddle for a
Horse, Horseback
Riding Helmet,
Motorcycle Helmet,
Privacy Screen.
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